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Throughout the dental literature, a large

implant-supported single-tooth restora-

number of articles on implant dentistry and

tions. In the same year, Fürhauser et al4 in-

esthetics have recently been submitted

troduced a “pink esthetic score” for the

and published, and this is reflected in the

evaluation of soft tissues. Such guidelines

current issue of the European Journal of

are useful, but they can merely comple-

Esthetic Dentistry. But what exactly is the

ment—and never replace—communication

link between implant dentistry and esthet-

between the dentist, patient, and dental

ics? Many publications bear the term “es-

technician.

thetics” in their titles without providing a

This issue of the EJED contains articles

more specific definition of the term in the

that deal with the practical implementa-

article itself. It seems that implant-support-

tion and complexity of implant-supported

ed restorations in the visible anterior region

restorations. I hope that the papers in this

per se are connected with the concept of

issue are not only informative, but also

esthetics; further, such articles often prom-

motivating! Motivation is the basis of clin-

ise readers enhanced esthetic outcomes

ical success and of working to the high-

by following their procedures.

est possible standards.

Creating an esthetic dental restoration
using implants is a major challenge for the
clinician and dental team.1 Often, the ex-
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Editor’s note on terminology
To all prospective authors: the European

the Journal of Prosthetic Dentistry 2005;

Journal of Esthetic Dentistry adheres to

94:10–92, and is available free of charge

the terminology put forth by the Glossary

on the publisher’s website:

of Prosthodontic Terms, edition 8. Authors are encouraged to conform their

http://journals.elsevierhealth.com/perio-

papers to these guidelines prior to sub-

dicals/ympr/article/ PI IS0022391305

mission. The glossary can be found in

001757/fulltext.
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